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1. Health and illness
1.1 How do we know when we are ill?
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1.2 Why do we get will?
- Virus                - Accidents - Bad habits - Worry and stress



2. Food and nutrition
2.1 What is a food wheel?
The food wheel show us how to eat a balanced diet.

Carbohydrates
- Give us energy

Fats
- Give us energy

Proteins
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Proteins
- Help our bodies grow

Vitamins, minerals and fibre
- Prevent illness



3. Hygiene
3.1 What is personal hygiene?
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4. Taking care of our health
4.1 What do we need to stay heathy?
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5. Characteristic of human beings

5.1) What type of animal are we?
-Human being are animals.
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6. Vital functions
6.1) What are the vital functions?

-The vital functions of human being are:

NUTRITION                   REPRODUCTION                     INTERACTION

- Which body systems take part in NUTRITION?
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Digestive systemCirculatory system Excretory system Respiratory system



6. Vital functions
- How do human being REPRODUCE?

Male and Female
reproductive systems are 

necessary to produce a 
baby.
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- How does the INTERACTION function work?
Nervous systems Five senses



8- Our senses. 
-8.1 How do we see?

Eyes are the sense organs for sight
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-8.2 How do we hear?
Ears are the sense organs
for hearing



8- Our senses. 
-8.3 How do we smell?
Nose is the sense organs for smell.

-8.4 How do we taste?
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-8.4 How do we taste?
Tongue and taste buds are 
the sense organs for taste

Taste buds

Gustatory nerve

- 8.5 How do we feel 
things we touch?

Skin is the sense organ for touch.
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